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In certain city, since the establishment of high-tech industrial development
comprehensive area, it exalts the flag of “developing the high technology,
implementing the industrialization”, implements the development strategy of “one are
multiple parks”, develops and constructs multiple sub-parks in the city and forms four
great dominate industries of photoelectricity, computer and communication equipment,
power transmission and distribution and controlling equipment and software and five
great featured industries of sea and life science, culture innovation, new materials,
new energies and electronic business. Nearly 3000 modern enterprises with powerful
technological innovative dynamics grow vigorously in high-tech area, becoming the
powerful engine pulling the industrial economy in this city. In order to serve
enterprises better, high-tech industrial development area has released multiple special
fund supporting policies, but it requires to approve related information of enterprise
declared funds, previous enterprise fund declaration is mainly through email or CD to
deliver application tables, staffs adopt traditional office software to record the
information artificiality and form the summary tables to continue the related
comparison work. The characteristics of the original check method is the low
efficiency and error prone, so depending on information technology construction
industrial fund online declaration system to provide enterprises with online fund
declaration can facilitate to declare data at network ends. At the same time, staffs fund
management departments do not need to record the data repeatedly, and the system
checks and summarizes the declaration data automatically.
This paper analyzes the demands of multiple special fund declaration inside the
high-tech industrial development area, designs and implements special fund
declaration system, bases on Microsoft.NET platform, database technology and
relationship style database SqlServer, adopts B/S mode, describes the systematic
demand analysis of special fund declaration system with the method of software















user’s role definitions and characteristics, use cases, system functional demands and
non-functional demands. Meanwhile, this paper elaborates the designing framework
of the system, including five parts of system general design, system framework
module design, port design, database design and security confidentiality design. And
it introduces the development and operation environment in the part of system
implementation, displays and introduces the overall implementation of the system
through the implementation interface of functional module. The whole paper provides
implementation solutions for high-tech enterprises, software industries, cartoon
(culture innovation), technology innovation fund and other special fund declaration.
The construction of special fund declaration system in the park greatly facilitates
to enterprises and fund management departments, also makes industrial supervising
departments to acquire the fund use situations quickly and precisely and make the
corresponding use plans of future special funds, boosters the development of
high-tech industrial development area and develops the leading function of high-tech
industrial development area in the construction of the city and even the economic
zone in the west coast.
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